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Gold Takes Hold Amid Uncertainty
By Joe Foster, Portfolio Manager
VanEck - Global Gold UCITS
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Trade tensions have become trade wars and trade wars are
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threatening to become currency wars. Gold moved to a fresh
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six-year high of $1,555 per ounce on August 26 as markets

MVIS Junior Gold Miners Index (MVGDXJTR)2 returned 11.60%

reacted to retaliatory threats and actions between the U.S. and

and 8.30%, respectively, over the same period.

China. It looks as if the established superpower and the emerging
superpower have begun an economic war for global supremacy.
The uncertainty is creating a drag on commerce at a time in the
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At the same time, central banks across the globe are cutting rates
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Monthly returns are not annualized. Please note that precious metals
prices may swing sharply in response to cyclical economic conditions,
political events or the monetary policies of various countries.
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Past performance of the sub-fund is no guarantee of future performance.
Any performance presented herein is for illustrative purposes only.
Historical information is not indicative of future results; current data
may differ from data quoted. Performance information does not take
into account the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and
redemption of units. Performance information is presented net of fees,
but gross of tax liabilities. Each index listed is unmanaged and the
returns include the reinvestment of all dividends, but do not reflect the
payment of transaction costs, fees or expenses that are associated with
an investment in any fund. An index’s performance is not illustrative of
a Fund’s performance. You cannot invest in an index.

in an attempt to offset recessionary forces.
As a result, gold has been rising across all currencies as a hedge
against economic uncertainty and fiat currency debasement. It
has made record local currency highs in Australia, India, Europe
(Euro), Japan and many other countries. Gold ended the month
with a $106.40 (7.5%) gain at $1,520.30. Silver’s performance
was stellar, with a $2.12 (13.0%) gain at $18.38.
Higher gold prices have not deterred central banks, as they
continued buying in July. They are currently on a pace to exceed
the 2018 volumes, which were the second strongest on record.
Top buyers in 2019 are Russia, Poland, China, Turkey and India.
Trade wars and sanctions are giving emerging countries added
incentive to add more gold to their foreign exchange reserves.

Outlook
The gold price is now consolidating above the $1,500 per ounce
level in a similar fashion to the consolidation above $1,400 in
July. Futures positioning and strong bullion ETF inflows suggest
the market may be due for a pullback. However, given the strong
price moves through technical levels since June and the evolving
risks of Brexit, trade and economic weakness, the inevitable
correction might not happen until gold is trading at substantially
higher levels.
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Chairman Powell’s comments from the Jackson Hole conference

Gold Performance in Historical Gold Bull Markets

on July 31 characterized the U.S. Federal Reserve’s (“Fed”) July
rate cut as precautionary, insurance against risks and a mid-cycle
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adjustment. These reassuring comments remind us of a prior Fed
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Since 1921 there have been 11 three-month/10-year
treasury yield curve inversions that were followed by 11
recessions. And the 12th such inversion began in August.
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With the August U.S. ISM Purchasing Managers’ Index
falling to 49.1, the world is officially in a manufacturing
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Not since the 1930s has the Fed ended a rate hiking cycle
when the funds rate was just 2.5%.4
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Chairman’s comments ahead of the global financial crisis when
we were told that problems in subprime mortgages would stay

Mar 2001 - Feb 2008

Source: VanEck, Bloomberg. Data as of August 2019. “Gold” represented by Gold Spot ($/oz).
Past performance is not indicative of future results.

One of the key drivers of the current gold market is falling real

In a typical easing cycle, the Fed cuts rates by 5% to 6%,

interest rates. With more Fed cuts expected this year, the duration

suggesting the U.S. will eventually join Europe and Japan in

of the current bull market is becoming similar to past secular bull

setting rates below zero.

markets. It remains to be seen whether performance will match
the 2001 – 2008 market, when the key driver was U.S. dollar

5.

Since the 2007 credit bubble high, global debt has increased
by $128 trillion to $244 trillion, while global debt/GDP has
increased from 98% to 187%. Cutting rates has little efficacy
in a world that is already drowning in debt.
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6.

Globally, $17 trillion of bonds now trade at negative yields.6

weakness.
This chart plots the spectacular performance of gold stocks during
the 2001 – 2008 bull market:
Gold vs. Gold Stocks in 2001 to 2008 Gold Bull Market

We believe many aspects of the financial system are far from

Gold

normal, and now that the record economic expansion looks to be
on its last legs, these abnormalities may create extraordinary and
gold stocks may help hedge a portfolio against these risks.
A comparison with prior multi-year periods of rising gold prices
(or “bull markets”, loosely defined) might lend some insights as
to where this market is heading. The chart at top right compares
several gold bull markets from the past half century, classified as
either “secular” (long term) or “cyclical” (short term and occurring
within an multi-year period of overall declining gold prices or
a “bear market”). The gold price performance since 2015 had
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been tracking the same pattern as the 1993 – 1996 cyclical
bull market. However, the price trend since June puts the current
market on a trend that is becoming more like the secular bull
market from 2001 to 2008 in our view.

Source: VanEck, Bloomberg. Data as of August 2019. “Gold” represented by Gold Spot ($/oz). “Gold Stocks
(Senior/Mid-Tier)” represented by NYSE Arca Gold Miners Index (GDMNTR). “Gold Stocks (Junior/Mid-Tier)”
represented by MVIS Global Junior Gold Mining Index (MVGDXJTR). “Senior” miners are defined by production
levels of approximately 1.5-6.0 million ounces of gold per year (“Mid-Tier” miners approximately 0.3-1.5 million
ounces per year; “Junior” miners approximately <0.3 million ounces per year). Past performance is not indicative
of future results. Indices are not securities in which an investment can be made. Index descriptions provided in
disclosures at the end of this commentary.
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There are many similarities between the gold industry today and
that of 2001. 2001 marked the end of a secular bear market in
which gold prices fell to $253 per ounce and investor sentiment
towards the sector was extremely low. Likewise, 2019 marks the
end of several years of stagnant range-bound trading that was
preceded by one of the worse peak-to-trough bear markets on
record. Sentiment and valuations are again extremely low, in our
view.
In both cases, gold miners had endured many years of low gold
prices. As a result, they became more efficient, reduced debt and
streamlined management. We believe the companies are well
managed and profitable. Cost pressure is minimal; therefore,
there is no cost inflation to eat away at margins.
One significant difference between today’s companies and
those in 2001 is a lack of hedging. The mark to market of many
hedge books became hugely negative as the gold price rose in
the 2000s. This cost companies billions. Today’s gold industry is
essentially unhedged, which may give the current miners more
leverage to rising gold prices than their earlier counterparts.
Regardless of whether gold equities reach the heights of past
cycles, we believe there are now enough risks to financial wellbeing to be supportive of gold and gold stocks for a considerable
period of time.
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All company, sector, and sub-industry weightings as of 31 August 2019 unless otherwise noted.
Nothing in this content should be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell shares of any investment in any jurisdiction where the offer or solicitation would be unlawful under the securities
laws of such jurisdiction, nor is it intended as investment, tax, financial, or legal advice. Investors should seek such professional advice for their particular situation and jurisdiction.
NYSE Arca Gold Miners Index (GDMNTR) is a modified market capitalization-weighted index comprised of publicly traded companies involved primarily in the mining for
gold. 2MVIS Global Junior Gold Miners Index (MVGDXJTR) is a rules-based, modified market capitalization-weighted, float-adjusted index comprised of a global universe
of publicly traded small- and medium-capitalization companies that generate at least 50% of their revenues from gold and/or silver mining, hold real property that has the
potential to produce at least 50% of the company’s revenue from gold or silver mining when developed, or primarily invest in gold or silver. 3ISM Manufacturing Index is
an index based on surveys of more than 300 manufacturing firms by the Institute of Supply Management. 3The ISM Manufacturing Index monitors employment, production
inventories, new orders and supplier deliveries. 4Sourced from Gluskin Sheff, “Breakfast With Dave” (August 9, 2019). (Note: Gluskin Sheff + Associates Inc., a Canadian
independent wealth management firm, manages investment portfolios for high net worth investors, including entrepreneurs, professionals, family trusts, private charitable
foundations, and estates). 5Sourced from Gluskin Sheff, “Breakfast With Dave” (August 9, 2019). 6Sourced from VanEck via Bloomberg.
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Any indices listed are unmanaged indices and include the reinvestment of all dividends, but do not reflect the payment of transaction costs, advisory fees or expenses that are associated with
an investment in the sub-fund. Certain indices may take into account withholding taxes. An index’s performance is not illustrative of a Fund’s performance. Indices are not securities in which
investments can be made.
This material is for informational/advertisement purposes only and does not constitute any legal or investment advice. It is mainly dedicated to professional investors and is not to be regarded as
an offer for the purchase and the sale of the fund’s shares. Investors should consult the prospectus and key investor information before subscribing. The prospectus, the key investor information
documents and the financial reports can be obtained free of charge from vaneck.com and upon request from VanEck ICAV’s registered office and the offices of all local information agents. The
documents, except for key investor information, are only available in English. Past performance of the Sub-Fund is no guarantee for future performance.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION - FOR AUTHORIZED USE ONLY
All documents on VanEck ICAV’s sub-funds are for informational/advertisement purposes only and do not constitute any legal or investment advice. It is mainly dedicated to professional investors
and is not to be regarded as an offer for the purchase and the sale of the fund’s shares. Investors should consult the prospectus and key investor information before subscribing. The prospectus,
the key investor information documents and the financial reports can be obtained free of charge from vaneck.com and upon request from VanEck ICAV’s registered office at 25/28 North
Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland and the offices of all local information agents. The documents, except for key investor information, are only available in English. Please read these documents
before investing and take note of the risk factors. Note: No guarantee can be provided that the Sub-Funds presented will attain their objectives. The value of an investment may decline as well
as increase. All persons interested in investing in one of the Sub-Funds presented are recommended to seek advice from independent legal and tax advisors in order to ascertain whether the
investment is appropriate to their own objectives.
VanEck - Global Gold UCITS is the Feeder fund (hereinafter “Fund”, “Feeder”, “Feeder Fund” or “Sub-Fund”) of the Master fund, LO Funds - World Gold Expertise (hereinafter “Master”) within
the meaning of EU Directive 2009/65/EC, as amended (hereinafter the “Directive”). LO Funds - World Gold Expertise is a sub-fund of Lombard Odier Funds (hereinafter “LOF”) which is a
Luxembourg investment company with variable capital (SICAV). LOF is authorized and regulated by the Luxembourg Supervisory Authority of the Financial Sector (CSSF) as a UCITS within the
meaning of EU Directive 2009/65/EC, as amended. The management company of LOF is Lombard Odier Funds (Europe) S.A. (hereinafter the “Management Company”), a Luxembourg based
public limited company (SA), having its registered office at 5, Allée Scheffer, L-2520 Luxembourg, authorized and regulated by the CSSF as a Management Company within the meaning of EU
Directive 2009/65/EC, as amended. LOF is only registered for public offering in certain jurisdictions. This document is not a recommendation to subscribe to and does not constitute an offer
to sell or a solicitation or an offer to buy LOF’s shares nor shall there be any sale of LOF’s shares in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful. Consequently, the
offering of LOF’s shares may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. Prospective investors must inform themselves of, and observe, such restrictions, including legal, tax, foreign exchange or other
restrictions in their relevant jurisdictions. Neither this document nor any part of it shall form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract to purchase or subscription for the LOF’s
shares. Any such acquisition may only be made on the basis of the official documents of LOF each in their final form. The articles of association, the prospectus, the Key Investor Information
Document, the subscription form and the most recent annual and semi-annual reports are the only official offering documents of LOF’s shares (the “Offering Documents”). These are available on
http://funds.lombardodier.com or can be requested free of charge at the registered office of LOF or of the Management Company.
In compliance with the relevant provisions of the Directive, the Feeder will at all times invest at least 85% of its assets in shares of the Master. The performance of both the Feeder and Master
will not be equal, due in particular to costs and expenses incurred by the Feeder, hedging instruments (as applicable) and the Reference Currency of the Share Classes of the Feeder differing
from that of the Master.
THIS MATERIAL MAY ONLY BE PROVIDED TO YOU BY VANECK AND IS FOR YOUR PERSONAL USE ONLY AND MUST NOT BE PASSED ON TO THIRD PARTIES WITHOUT THE PRIOR EXPRESS
WRITTEN CONSENT OF VANECK. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED THIS MATERIAL FROM VANECK, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED IT FROM A NON-AUTHORIZED
SOURCE THAT DID NOT ACT ON BEHALF OF VANECK AND THAT ANY REVIEW, USE, DISSEMINATION, DISCLOSURES OR COPYING OF THIS MATERIAL IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. BEFORE
MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION, PLEASE CONSULT A QUALIFIED INVESTMENT AND TAX ADVISOR.
You can lose money by investing in a fund. Any fund investment should be part of an overall investment program, not a complete program. All funds discussed hereinafter are subject to the risks
inherent with investing in hard asset securities and commodities/gold securities, bullion and coins/emerging markets.
Please see the relevant prospectus or key investor information document for more information on these and other risk considerations.
Any projections, market outlooks or estimates in this material are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions that are solely the opinion of VanEck. Any projections,
outlooks or assumptions should not be construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur. Further, any information regarding portfolio composition, portfolio composition
methodology, investment process or limits, or valuation methods of evaluating companies and markets are intended as guidelines which may be modified or changed by VanEck at any time in
its sole discretion without notice.
Any performance presented herein is for illustrative purposes only. Past performance of sub-funds are no guarantee for future performance. Historical information is not indicative of future results;
current data may differ from data quoted. Performance information does not take into account the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units. Performance information
is presented net of fees, but gross of tax liabilities. Each index listed is unmanaged and the returns include the reinvestment of all dividends, but do not reflect the payment of transaction costs,
advisory fees or expenses that are associated with an investment in any fund. An index’s performance is not illustrative of a sub-fund’s performance. You cannot invest in an index.
Forecasts, estimates, and certain information contained herein are based upon proprietary research and the information contained in this material is not intended to be, nor should it be construed
or used as investment, tax or legal advice, any recommendation, or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, an interest in any security. References to specific securities and their
issuers or sectors are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended and should not be interpreted as recommendations to purchase or sell such securities or gain exposure to such sectors.
Sub-fund(s) may or may not own the securities or be exposed to the sectors referenced and, if such securities are owned or exposure maintained, no representation is being made that such
securities will continue to be held or exposure maintained.
Non-VanEck proprietary information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed.
Please note that VanEck only serves professional clients in countries where the sub-funds are registered or where the sub-funds can be sold in accordance with local private placement rules. As
such, the sub-funds are available for sale in certain jurisdictions only, and are not available for sale in the U.S. or to U.S. person.
UK: Facilities Agent -- Computershare Investor Services PLC - Germany: Information Agent -- VanEck (Europe) GmbH - Sweden: Paying Agent -- SEB Merchant Banking - Austria: Erste Bank der
oesterreichischen Sparkassen AG
FOR INVESTORS IN SWITZERLAND: The distribution of Shares of the Fund in Switzerland will be exclusively made to, and directed at, qualified investors (the “Qualified Investors”), as defined
in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act of 23 June 2006, as amended (“CISA”) and its implementing ordinance. A copy of the latest prospectus, the Key Investor Information Document,
the annual report and semi-annual report, if published thereafter can be found on our website www.vaneck.com or can be obtained free of charge from the representative in Switzerland: First
Independent Fund Services Ltd, Klausstrasse 33, CH-8008 Zurich, Switzerland. Swiss paying agent: Helvetische Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 215, CH-8008 Zürich; Place of performance and
jurisdiction is at the registered office of the Representative.
FOR AUSTRALIAN WHOLESALE CLIENTS: Van Eck US investment advisers offer investment management services that are regulated by US laws which are different to Australian laws. Such
products and services are only available to wholesale clients in Australia as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).
Non-VanEck proprietary information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or
referred to in any other publication, without express written permission of VanEck. ©2019, VanEck.
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